2022 VIRTUAL SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

1. **Presenting Sponsor - $5,000**
   *Benefits for four Dance Parties:*
   - “Presented by ___” event affiliation used in digital marketing materials.
     - i. Exclusive to non-competing sponsors.
     - ii. Sponsor listing order is first come, first serve.
   - Opportunity to briefly speak at the beginning of the Dance Parties.
   - Admission for an unlimited number of guests to the Dance Parties.
   - Hot-linked logo recognition on Dance Party digital marketing materials.
   - Recognition in GLOBAL’s PowerPoint in the beginning & end of the Dance Parties.

2. **Annual “Booth” Sponsor - $1,000**
   *Benefits for four Dance Parties:*
   - Admission for an unlimited number of guests to the Dance Parties.
   - Hot-linked logo recognition on Dance Party digital marketing materials.
   - Recognition in GLOBAL’s PowerPoint at the beginning & end of the Dance Parties.

3. **“Booth” Sponsor - $250**
   *Benefits for one Dance Party:*
   - Admission for an unlimited number of guests to a Dance Party.
   - Hot-linked logo recognition on Dance Party digital marketing materials.